KOROSEAL LACING
Excellent lacing material. Permanently flexible. Resists oxidation, impervious to petroleum products. Holds tension on knots indefinitely. Perfect for holding wire bundles, tubing, etc. Rectangular cross section 3/32" x 5/32"...P/N 11-12200...$0.59/Ft.

KSL-1 KOROSEAL LACING
Koroseal Lacing used as a tie-off for hose & aeroduct tubing. Perfect for a nose strut seal kit and many other applications, FAA/PMA, 3/32" x 3/32" x 100' roll...P/N 04-03465...$46.50

BREYDEN POLYESTER LACING TAPES
Flat braided tape manufactured from 100% high tenacity, continuous filament polyester fiber. This product conforms to the requirements of A-A-52081-C-3 MIL-T-43435B. Type II, Size 3, Finish C. The tape is uniformly impregnated with a synthetic ester coating to improve knot holding and tying characteristics. Ideal for spot tying. 500 yd. rolls. Width: .085" (±10%); Thickness: .014" (±.003"); Tensile Strength: 50 Lb. (min.); Elongation: 40% (max.)

Black........................................P/N 11-020102...$25.50
Natural........................................P/N 11-020103...$31.50

BREYDEN NYLON LACING TAPES
Flat braided tape manufactured from 100% high tenacity, continuous filament nylon yarn. This tape is impregnated with a specially formulated microcrystalline, fungicidal wax. Conforms to the requirements of A-A-52080-B-3. Recommended for continuous lacing, 500 yd. rolls. Width: .077" (min.) / .094" (max.); Tensile Strength: 50 Lb. (min.); Wax Content: 15-32%; Elongation: 40% (max.)

Black........................................P/N 11-02160...$0.65
Natural........................................P/N 11-02161...$0.75

MS25181 NYLON SPLICES
Butt-type, self insulated.

Part No. Wire Range Price
320559 22-16 $0.65
320562 16-14 $0.75
320570 12-10 $1.30

COPPER EYELET BATTERY LUG
6 GA Copper Eyelets 1/4" Stud...P/N 11-05110...$0.55

RING AND SPADE TONGUE TERMINAL
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